Eldred and Veeramani proved a theorem which ensures the existence of a best proximity point of cyclic contraction in metric space. In this paper we prove the existence of best proximity points of cyclic contractions and generalize proximal contractions of first and second kinds in the setting of complete b-metric space, thereby ascertaining an optimal approximate solution to the equation T x = x in a b-metric space.
Introduction
Cyclic contraction and best proximity points are at present popular topic in fixed point theory. The first result in this area was reported in 2003, by Kirk et al. [13] as a generalization of the usual contraction and fixed point. Since then many researchers continued investigation in this direction and obtained many result. Later in 2006, Eldered and Veeramani [1] proved some results about best proximity points of cyclic contraction maps. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let A and B be non-empty subsets of X.
A mapping T on A ∪ B is called a cyclic mapping if T (A) ⊂ B and T (B) ⊂ A. x ∈ A ∩ B is called a best proximity point if d(x, T x) = d(A, B) is satisfied, where d(A, B) = in f {d(x, y) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B}.
(1.1) Eldred and Veeramani [1] proved the following existence theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Let A and B be non-empty closed convex subsets of a uniformly convex Banach space. Suppose T is a cyclic contraction on A ∪ B, that is T (A) ⊂ B, T (B) ⊂ A and there exists r ∈ (0, 1), such that d(Ty, T x) ≤ rd(x, y) + (1 − r)d(A, B) (1.2)
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B. Then T has a unique best proximity point z in A and {T 2n x} converges to z for all x ∈ A.
The existence of a best proximity point for proximal pointwise contractions has been proved by Anuradha and Veeramani [3] . Furthermore, many best proximity point theorems have been analyzed in [2] [5] [6] [10] [12] . Sadiq Basha and Shahzad in [9] proved best proximity point theorems for generalized proximal contractions of the first and the second kinds in the setting of complete metric space, thereby ascertaining an optimal approximate solution to the equation T x = x, where T : A → B is a generalized proximal contraction of the first kind or a generalized proximal contraction of the second kind. Recently many generalised metric spaces with non Hausdorff topology has come into existence. One such generalised metric space with non Hausdorff topology called b-metric space was introduced by Bakhtin [4] . Note that spaces with non Hausdorff topology plays an important role in Tarskian approach to programming language semantics used in computer science (For some details see [7] ). It is interesting to note that unlike fixed points, best proximity points are not universal. More precisely if x is a best proximity point of mapping T defined in a b-metric space (X, b), x may not be a best proximity point of the same mapping T when defined in a metric space (X, d) and vice versa. (See Example 3.17 below). In view of the above it becomes important to investigate the existence of best proximity points of mappings defined in various generalised spaces. In this paper we prove the existence of best proximity points of cyclic contractions and generalize proximal contractions of first and second kinds in the setting of complete b-metric space. 
Then d is called a b-metric on X and (X, d) is called a b-metric space (in short bMS
) is said to be a complete b-metric space if every Cauchy sequence in X converges to some x ∈ X. Now we give some basic definitions and concepts which are useful and related to the context of our results. imply the inequality that
If T is a self-mapping on A, then the requirement in the preceding definition reduces to the condition that 
imply the inequality that
Definition 2.6. ([9]) The set B is said to be approximately compact with respect to A if every sequence {y n } of B satisfying the condition that d(x, y n ) → d(x, B) for some x in A has a convergent subsequence.
It is obvious that any compact set is approximatively compact, and that any set is approximatively compact with respect to itself.
Main Results

Existence of best proximity points in b-metric space Definition 3.1. Let (X, d) be a b-metric space with s ≥ 1 and A and B be non-empty closed subsets of X. T is a cyclic contraction on A ∪ B, if T (A) ⊂ B, T (B) ⊂ A and there exists r
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B.
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B, also (3.8) can be rewritten as
for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B. Proof. Let {x 2n k } be a subsequence of {x 2n } converging to some x ∈ A. By Proposition 3.1 Proof.
Proposition 3.2. Let A and B be non-empty closed subsets of a complete b-metric space (X, d) with s ≥ 1. Let T : A ∪ B → A ∪ B be a cyclic contraction map, that is T (A) ⊂ B, T (B) ⊂ A and there exists r
. It is enough to prove that {x 2n+1 } is bounded. Suppose {x 2n+1 } is not bounded, and let
Since the sequence is not bounded there exists N 0 such that
By the cyclic contraction property of T
a contradiction. Hence {x 2n+1 } is bounded. imply the inequality that imply the inequality that 
is a self-mapping on A, then the requirement in the preceding definition reduces to the condition that
d(T x 1 , T x 2 ) ≤ αd(x 1 , x 2 ) + β d(x 1 , T x 1 ) + γd(x 2 , T x 2 ) + δ [d(x 1 , T x 2 ) + d(x 2 , T x 1 )(3.d(Tu 1 , Tu 2 ) ≤ αd(T x 1 , T x 2 ) + β d(T x 1 , Tu 1 ) + γd(T x 2 , Tu 2 ) + δ [d(T x 1 , Tu 2 ) + d(T x 2 ,
Then, there exists a unique element x in A such that d(x, T x) = d(A, B) (3.17)
and the sequence {x n } converges to the best proximity point x, where x 0 is any fixed element in A 0 and d(
Proof. Let us select an element x 0 in A 0 . On account of the fact T (A 0 ) is contained in B 0 , it is guaranteed that there is an element x 1 in A 0 satisfying the condition that
Further, since T x 1 is a member of T (A 0 ) which is contained in B 0 , it follows that there is an element x 2 in A 0 such that
B).
This process can be continued further. Having chosen x n in A 0 , there exists an element x n+1 in A 0 satisfying the condition that
for every non-negative integer n. In view of the fact that T is a generalized proximal contraction of first kind, we have
where λ = α+β +sδ 1−γ−sδ < 1. Repeating this process we obtain
Therefore, {x n } is a Cauchy sequence. Because the space is complete, the sequence {x n } converges to some element
Therefore, d(x, T x n ) → d(x, B).
Since B is approximately compact with respect to A, the sequence {T x n } has a subsequence {T x n k } converging to some element y in B. So, it results that
B).
Hence x must be a member of A 0 . Because of the fact that
for some element u in A. Since T is a generalized proximal contraction of the first kind, and
Letting n → ∞,
This implies u = x. Thus, it follows from (3.
20) that d(x, T x) = d(A, B). Let us assume that there is another best proximity point
Since T is a generalized proximal contraction of the first kind, it follows that 
Then, there exists a unique element x in A such that 
the domain of the mapping T . Then the mapping T has a unique fixed point.
The following main result is a best proximity point theorem for non-self generalized proximal contractions of the second kind in b-metric space. 
Then, there exists x in A such that d(x, T x) = d(A, B). (3.23)
This process can be continued further. Having chosen x n in A 0 , there exist an element x n+1 in A 0 satisfying the condition that
for every non-negative integer n. In view of the fact that T is a generalized proximal contraction of second kind, we have that
where λ = α+β +sδ
For any m ≥ 1, p ≥ 1 it follows from (3.24)
Hence lim
Therefore, {T x n } is a Cauchy sequence. Because the space is complete, the sequence {T x n } converges to some element y in B. Therefore,
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Since A is approximately compact with respect to B, the sequence {x n } has a subsequence {x n k } converging to some element x in A. Since T is a continuous mapping, for all non-negative integer n. As in Theorem 3.2, it can be shown that the sequence {x n } is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some element x in A. Further, as in Theorem 3.3, it can be asserted that the sequence {T x n } is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to some element y in B. Therefore, it follows that 
